
Turn your attention  
to prevention
Keeping you and your passengers moving safely 
and with confidence – helping you take extra steps 
to help prevent the spread of COVID-19





Keeping your passengers moving safely and in confidence is our top priority as we support you with additional 
precautions and prevention measures during the COVID-19 outbreak. We are here to support you return to the 
new normal post COVID-19. In March, we made the very difficult decision of turning off our Aviation and Gateways 
business development pipeline to focus on mitigating risks to our current clients, our colleagues, and our business. 
We have invested the time in researching the best preventative measures to help you take the necessary extra steps 
to prevent the spread of COVID-19. 

Having spent time planning how we best support you to prevent the spread of COVID-19, we now have a suite of 
services that offer both increased hygiene value, and passenger confidence. Our current footprint at your stations 
means our teams are ready and trained to deliver these ad-hoc services as quickly as possible. 

The services offered in this brochure range from additional sanitization, fogging of aircraft, vehicles and offices and 
air quality testing and thermal body temperature scanning. Our focus is firmly on ensuring your environments are 
ready for the increase of passenger numbers post lockdown and over the coming months as operations return to 
normal. 

No matter how small or infrequent the additional services may be, we are here to support you return to business as 
usual whilst keeping you and your passengers moving safely and ensuring passenger peace of mind.

 

John Wright
Director of Aviation & Gateways

Keeping your passengers moving safely



COVID-19 can be transmitted by touching 
surfaces contaminated with the virus, 
meaning there is a greater need for deep 
cleaning and sanitization, particularly in high 
footfall areas



In the fight against the spread of COVID-19, cleaning is the single most important service we offer. Ensuring peace 
of mind for passengers as they travel though the airport is a top priority. We are here to support you in ensuring 
upmost confidence in the cleanliness of your airport environment. 

Soft Services

Carpet  
shampooing

Deep cleaning and 
sanitisation of terminals  

and offices

Floor surface sanitisation 
equipment

Disposable consumable 
products for security areas

Additional sanitisation for 
baggage bins, belts, trolleys, 

and baggage handles

Waste  
disposal

Additional porters for 
passenger touch points (lifts 

and doors and baggage 
reclaim)

Washroom  
attendants

Lounge and premium area 
deep cleaning

Remobilisation  
cleaning 

Facility  
fogging

Manpower redeployment to 
high profile areas (doors and 

washrooms)





Additional sanitisation for 
PRM equipment

Pocket sanitisation packs with 
hand gel and disinfectant 

wipes 

Supply of hygiene packs to 
passengers and their fellow 

passengers

The PRM service presents unavoidable contact, meaning 
a rigorous deep clean and sanitisation schedule of PRM 
equipment is necessary to prevent further spread of the disease 

Providing a PRM service means our colleagues will come into unavoidable contact with passengers. We are 
conscious of doing everything we can to ensure peace of mind for our colleagues and your passengers. Due to the 
nature of how this service is delivered we believe protection and sanitization to be of the upmost importance. 

Passengers with Reduced Mobility (PRM)

Fogging of vehicles at  
the end of shifts

Deep cleaning and 
sanitization of waiting areas

Sanitisation of handrails and 
external aircraft steps

Disposable consumable 
products for helpdesk areas





Airside vehicles, particularly crew and passenger coaches will be carrying a high volume of people throughout the 
day, making social distancing virtually impossible, much like with the PRM service. This means cleaning standards will 
need to be enhanced and increased to help prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Airside Coaching & Vehicles

Fogging of vehicles at  
the end of shifts

Hand gel dispensers at point of  
access / egress to vehicles

Airside vehicles, particularly crew and 
passenger coaches carrying high volumes 
of people can be treated with high-grade 
disinfectant fogging for added peace of mind





Our 60,000 square foot laundry and logistics 
screening facility in Feltham is the ideal 
warehousing space for hand sanitizer and 
other PPE products

Our 60,000 square foot laundry and logistics screening facility in Feltham is the ideal warehousing space for hand 
sanitizer and other product. Conveniently located near Heathrow Airport we have experience of warehousing and 
logistics for consumable products to airlines and airports across the UK. 

Laundry, Logistics & Warehousing

Warehousing space for sanitser  
and other consumable product

Logistics transportation to and from 
airports across the UK

Aircraft seat cushion  
cover sanitisation



Thermal imaging cameras can be used to scan 
each passenger at point of entry to detect 
elevated body temperature and prompt 
additional screening



Other Prevention Services 

Thermal monitoring station 
and business message to 

reassure passengers

Vehicle and fleet fogging  
Gold Service

Vehicle and fleet fogging 
Silver Service

Vehicle and fleet fogging 
Bronze Service 

Fogging aircraft, offices, and 
hangars 

Way finding labour to support 
increase in passenger 

numbers 

Hand gel sanitizer stations for 
terminal buildings and offices

Labour to support retail 
units as passenger numbers 

increase

Host colleagues to provide 
travel information during the 

COVID-19 pandemic 

Temporary hold load delivery 
service and storage 



For further details about any of the products and 
services in this brochure please direct enquiries to:

Nicole Thake
Strategic Bid Manager

+44 (0)7771 945 779
nicole.thake@ocs.co.uk

OCS Group UK Limited
Tilgate Forest Business Park, Brighton Road, Crawley, West Sussex RH11 9BP
www.ocs.com/uk/contact-us/
Registered in England: 3056469
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